ADDENDUM F - MAPS

SITE/TRANSPORTATION MAP REQUIREMENTS
(if streets and/or public right-of-ways will be affected)

Show:

- Indicate property lines, parking areas (will need to verify there is adequate parking for the proposed use and any existing uses on site), public streets, walkways, travel lanes and driveways, including widths and driveway throat depths (minimum 24’ driveway widths and 18’ throat depths will be required).
- North arrow
- Where barricades, signs and traffic control personnel will be stationed
- All existing structures and buildings and the location of any proposed structures, tents, canopies etc. (These may require additional permits)
- Power connections, wire runs and proposed cord covers.
- Generators
- Set-up for all booths and vendors, restrooms, Ingress/Egress
  (If alcohol is being served, indicate dispensing locations and security personnel as well).
- In addition, an aerial photo with the approximate location of setup would be helpful in expediting this review process.

NOTE: If current site plan is denied a new site plan will need to be submitted, which will prolong the application review process.

SAMPLE SITE/TRANSPORTATION MAP

[Map showing requested closure areas and barricade locations]
SPECIAL EVENT MAP REQUIREMENTS

Show:

- North arrow
- All existing structures and buildings and the location of any proposed structures, tents, canopies etc. (These may require additional permits)
- Power connections, wire runs and proposed cord covers.
- Set-up for all booths and vendors, restrooms, Ingress/Egress
  (If alcohol is being served, indicate dispensing locations and security personnel as well).

SAMPLE SPECIAL EVENT MAP
SHORT PARADE ROUTE MAP

SHORT PARADE ROUTE

EAST BOUND LANE OF DIAMOND LAKE BLVD. IS BLOCKED
LONG PARADE ROUTE

EAST BOUND LANE OF DIAMOND LAKE BLVD. IS BLOCKED